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High-Order Asymptotic-Preserving Projective
Integration Schemes for Kinetic Equations
Pauline Lafitte, Annelies Lejon, Ward Melis, Dirk Roose,
and Giovanni Samaey
Abstract We study a projective integration scheme for a kinetic equation in
both the diffusive and hydrodynamic scaling, on which a limiting diffusion or
advection equation exists. The scheme first takes a few small steps with a simple,
explicit method, such as a spatial centered flux/forward Euler time integration, and
subsequently projects the results forward in time over a large, macroscopic time
step. With an appropriate choice of the inner step size, the time-step restriction on
the outer time step is similar to the stability condition for the limiting equation,
whereas the required number of inner steps does not depend on the small-scale
parameter. The presented method is asymptotic-preserving, in the sense that the
method converges to a standard finite volume scheme for the limiting equation in the
limit of vanishing small parameter. We show how to obtain arbitrary-order, general,
explicit schemes for kinetic equations as well as for systems of nonlinear hyperbolic
conservation laws, and provide numerical results.
1 Introduction
We study kinetic equations of the form
@tf C v
"s
@xf D Q.f /
"sC1
; (1)
describing the evolution of the probability density function f .x; v; t/ of a particle
being at position x, moving with velocity v at time t , and s corresponds to the
scaling, which can be either hyperbolic (s D 0) or parabolic (s D 1). Such
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models frequently arise in the modeling of phenomena in various applications (such
as biological systems or traffic flow). The collision kernel Q.f / describes the
interactions between particles, which causes a diffusive behavior on longer time
scales. The left hand side of the equation represents the advective motion of the
particles.
When we are dealing with systems with a large time scale separation (i.e. 0 <
"  1), Eq. (1) becomes stiff, with a time step constraint of order "sC1 for classical
explicit schemes. Clearly, such a time step restriction is prohibitive when taking the
limit of " going to zero.
In this paper, we propose a numerical scheme that is asymptotic-preserving in
the sense that was introduced by Jin [9]. Specifically, we describe a higher-order
extension of the projective integration algorithm, developed by Gear and Kevrekidis
in [7] and applied to kinetic equations in [12]. The idea of this algorithm is to
perform a few small steps with a naive inner integrator, which is subject to the
time step constraint induced by the stiffness of the problem. In a next step, we then
take a large time step with an outer integrator.
In the literature, several other possibilities are described to achieve an
asymptotic-preserving scheme. For instance, an IMEX scheme [2, 5, 6] relies on
a combination of an explicit discretization of the advective term, while the stiff
collision kernel is treated implicitly. Recently, the method was adapted by Dimarco
et al. [4] to deal with nonlinear collision kernels. To do this, the authors used a
penalization with a simpler collision kernel, reducing the complexity of the part that
has to be treated implicitly. Furthermore, in [3] Boscarino et al. extended the IMEX
scheme to handle hyperbolic systems in a diffusive scaling. Alternative explicit
techniques for stiff problems based on state extrapolation have been proposed in
[13].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First we introduce the
model problems in Sect. 2 that we will consider for the analysis and the numerical
experiments. Next, in Sect. 3 we give a description of the general scheme and its
stability followed by some numerical experiments in Sect. 4. More details, proofs
and a consistency result are in [10, 11].
2 Model Problems
2.1 Simple Linear Kinetic Equations
We study a linear kinetic equation of the form
@tf
" C v
"s
@xf
" D M .u
"/  f "
"sC1
; (2)
describing the evolution of the particle distribution function f ".x; v; t/, that gives
the probability of a particle being at position x 2 Œ1; 1/, moving with velocity
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v 2 R at time t > 0. The superscript " denotes the dependence on the small scale
parameter ". The right hand side of Eq. (2) represents a BGK collision operator
modeling a linear relaxation of f " towards a Maxwellian equilibrium distribution
M .u"/, in which u".x; t/ D hf ".x; v; t/i, where hi denotes the average over
velocity space. Throughout the paper, we require the measured velocity space .V; /
to be discrete:
V WD fvj gJj D1; d.v/ D
JX
j D1
wj ı.v  vj /; (3)
where J is assumed to be even and V is an odd symmetric velocity space
corresponding to : vj D vJj C1; j D 1; : : : J=2. The Maxwellian operator M
is supposed to satisfy the following conditions:
(
hM .u/i D u;
hvM .u/i D "sA.u/: (4)
Here, we will consider M .u/ D u C "sA.u/=v as a prototypical example (see
[1]). It can be proved via a Chapman-Enskog expansion that the evolution of the
system tends to the advection-diffusion equation in the limit of " ! 0:
@t u
" C @x.A.u"// D "1sd@xxu" C O."2/ (5)
in which the constant d D hv2i is the diffusion coefficient.
2.2 A Kinetic Semiconductor Equation
Although the numerical analysis of the presented algorithms is restricted to Eq. (2)
with A.u/ linear, we also provide numerical results for a problem in which
macroscopic advection does not originate from the Maxwellian in the collision
operator, but from an external force field F . To this end, we consider a kinetic
equation inspired by the semiconductor equation [8],
@tf
" C 1
"
.v@xf
" C F@vf "/ D u
"  f "
"2
; (6)
F D r˚; ˚ D u": (7)
In this equation, an acceleration term appears due to an electric force F result-
ing from a coupled Poisson equation for the electric potential ˚ . The velocity
space is given by V D R endowed with the Gaussian measure d.v/ D
.2/1=2 exp.v2=2/dv.
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2.3 Euler Equations
In the two previous examples, the interest was in simulating a kinetic equation in
a regime close to its macroscopic limit. A second situation in which the proposed
methods will prove to be useful is when building a numerical method for nonlinear
hyperbolic conservation laws based on the idea of relaxation [9]. In that setting,
one starts from a hyperbolic conservation law, and constructs a kinetic equation
such that its macroscopic limit corresponds to the given conservation law. Then, one
simulates the kinetic equation instead of the original hyperbolic law. The advantage
is that the advection term in the kinetic equation has become linear, avoiding the
need for specialized (approximate) Riemann solvers. The price to pay is an increase
in dimension, as well as the introduction of a stiff source term. It is precisely this
stiff term that will be treated by the projective integration method.
As an example, we consider the Euler equations in one space dimension,
8
ˆˆ<
ˆˆ:
@t C @x.Nv/ D 0;
@t .Nv/ C @x.Nv2 C P/ D 0;
@tE C @x.E C P Nv/ D 0;
(8)
where  denotes the density, P the pressure, E the energy and Nv is the macroscopic
velocity of the modeled fluid.
3 Higher Order Projective Integration
The projective integration algorithm we will discuss in this paper is a higher order
extension of the projective integration method described in [7, 12]. The resulting
algorithms are fully explicit, and will turn out to be asymptotic-preserving, which
implies that the system can be stably integrated with a computational cost that is
independent of ". The algorithm relies on a combination of a few small steps with
a classical inner time-stepping method and a much larger (projective or outer) time
step.
3.1 Inner Integrator
The first part of a projective integration algorithm consists of K C 1 time steps with
an inner integrator, which is described as:
f n;kC1 D f n;k C ıtDt .f n;k/ 8k D 0; : : : K (9)
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where f n;k denotes the numerical solution at time tn;k D nt C kıt . In case of a
large time scale separation (i.e. " very small) the fast modes will have converged to
their equilibrium at this stage of the algorithm.
3.2 Outer Integrator
The approach we pursue to achieve a fast higher order numerical scheme is to
implement a Runge-Kutta version with S stages, nodes cs.s D 1 : : : S/ and Runge-
Kutta coefficients asl.l D 1; : : : s  1; s D 1 : : : S/ as outer integrator. This is
typically represented by a Butcher tableau, as illustrated in Fig. 1 for a few classical
choices.
These Runge-Kutta methods need to be modified to take into account the
presence of the K C 1 inner steps. Specifically, the only modification lies in the
calculation of the internal stages of the Runge-Kutta method. For the first Runge-
Kutta stage, we have
8
<
:
f n;k D f n;k1 C ıtDt .f n;k1/ 81  k  K C 1;
k1 D f
n;KC1  f n;K
ıt
;
(10)
whereas the remaining stages are obtained via
8
ˆˆˆ
<
ˆˆˆ
:
f nCcs D f n;KC1 C .cst  .K C 1/ı; t/Ps1lD1
asl
cs
kl ;
f nCcs;k D f nCcs;k1 C ıtDt

f nCcs;k1

;
ks D f
nCcs;KC1  f nCcs;K
ıt
:
(11)
The stages are combined to obtain
f nC1 D f n;KC1 C .t  .K C 1/ıt/
SX
sD1
bsks; (12)
Fig. 1 Butcher tableaux for
the Runge-Kutta methods
used in Sect. 4
c A
bT
0
1/2 1/2
0 1 1/6 1/3 1/3 1/6
0 0 1
0 1/2
1/2
1
1/2
1/2
0
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3.3 Stability Analysis
Typically, systems with a large time scale separation (in which case " is small)
have a large gap in their eigenvalue spectrum. Projective integration schemes [7] are
designed to capture all the eigenvalues with a time step constraint independent of
the stiffness parameter ". For projective integration methods, stability is expressed
in terms of the amplification factors ıt of the inner integrator. The inner integrator
is stable when all amplification factors satisfy jıt j  1 or ıt  O."sC1/ for Eq. (2).
The projective integration method is stable for a subset of these values, of which
the size depends on the ratio t=ıt and the number K of inner steps. In [7], it was
shown that the stability regions can be described by two discs which are of the form
D.center; radius/:
DPFE1 D D

1  ıt
t
;
ıt
t

and DPFE2 D D
 
0;

ıt
t
1=K!
; (13)
where the superscript PFE indicates that those are the stability regions for the Pro-
jective Forward Euler method. We have extended this result to the above-described
Runge-Kutta generalization:
Theorem 1 (Stability of projective Runge-Kutta) Consider a projective
Runge-Kutta scheme with S stages with S  1, then the stability regions of the
scheme contains the stability regions of schemes with L stages with L  S .
A proof of this result can be found in [10]. Once the stability regions of the projective
Runge-Kutta methods are known, we need to localize the spectrum of the inner
integrator (9). We have the following theorem, that is also proved in [10].
Theorem 2 (Spectrum of inner integrator) The spectrum of the inner integrator
(9) is located in two clusters:
D1

1  ıt
"sC1
;
ıt
J"s
max
j 2J .j˛j j C ˇj j/

[ fıt g
The dominant eigenvalue ıt is simple and can be expanded as
ıt D

1  ıt
"sC1

C ı
"sC1

1 C "h˛i C "2

h.h˛i  ˛/2i  hˇ2i C ıs
Dˇ
v
E2
C{ ıt
"sC1
 
"ıs
Dˇ
v
E
C "2
 
ıs
*Dˇ
v
E
 ˇ

.h˛i  ˛/
+
C ıs1
Dˇ
v
E!!
;
where the coefficients ˛ and ˇ depend on the chosen spatial discretization.
As a consequence, one can choose the parameters K and t independently of
". Specifically, the PRK-scheme yields a CFL-like time step constraint – i.e.
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Fig. 2 Left: Stability regions corresponding to t D 1  102, ıt D 1  104, J D 10, x D
1  101, K D 3 (solid) and K D 2 (dash dotted). Right: Illustration that the stability regions of
schemes with more Runge-Kutta stages contain the stability regions of schemes with less stages
t  CxsC1, where C is a constant dependent on the characteristics of the inner
integrator of choice. We refer to [10] for more details (Fig. 2).
4 Numerical Experiments
In the first numerical experiment, we consider a diffusive scaling. We apply the
scheme on the semiconductor equation (6), with initial condition
f .x; vj ; t/ D exp.v2j =T / exp.x2=0:1/ (14)
and periodic boundary conditions on the spatial domain. In the discrete velocity
space (3) we use Hermitian quadrature points and use no-flux boundary conditions.
Figure 3 shows the density evolution. The method parameters are given in the
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Fig. 3 Long term performance illustrated on semiconductor equation. Left: Density calculated
with PRK4 scheme, after 400 steps (solid), 600 steps (triangles) and 800 steps (squares). Right:
Absolute error on the calculated density after 400 steps. Parameters: " D 1  102, t D
1  103, K D 3, .1; t/ D 20 and .1; t/ D 0
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Fig. 4 Evolution of several fluid properties in Sod’s shock tube problem obtained with PRK4
with FE as inner integrator and a third order ENO scheme to discretize the spatial derivative. The
parameters are chosen as follows: x D 5  103, " D 1  108, ıt D ", K D 2, J D 4 and
t D 0:5. The solid line indicates the analytical solution, while the numerical approximation is
denoted by triangles
caption. We clearly see stable and accurate results that are obtained with a
computational effort that is independent of ". More information and additional
experiments including convergence as a function " can be found in [10].
In the second numerical experiment, we consider a kinetic equation that results as
the relaxation of the Euler equations. We perform Sod’s shock tube problem, which
is a classical test to check whether the method can deal with shock waves. As initial
condition, we have
.x; 0/ D
(
1 x  L=2
0:125 x > L > 2;
P.x; 0/ D
(
1 x  L=2
0:1 x > L=2;
(15)
and the initial macroscopic velocity is defined as Nv.x; 0/ D 0. We impose outflow
boundary conditions (Fig. 4). Again, the method is shown to capture the expected
behavior at a computational cost that is independent of ". More details can be found
in [11].
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